Sparse appearance learning based automatic coronary sinus segmentation in CTA.
Interventional cardiologists are often challenged by a high degree of variability in the coronary venous anatomy during coronary sinus cannulation and left ventricular epicardial lead placement for cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), making it important to have a precise and fully-automatic segmentation solution for detecting the coronary sinus. A few approaches have been proposed for automatic segmentation of tubular structures utilizing various vesselness measurements. Although working well on contrasted coronary arteries, these methods fail in segmenting the coronary sinus that has almost no contrast in computed tomography angiography (CTA) data, making it difficult to distinguish from surrounding tissues. In this work we propose a multiscale sparse appearance learning based method for estimating vesselness towards automatically extracting the centerlines. Instead of modeling the subtle discrimination at the low-level intensity, we leverage the flexibility of sparse representation to model the inherent spatial coherence of vessel/background appearance and derive a vesselness measurement. After centerline extraction, the coronary sinus lumen is segmented using a learning based boundary detector and Markov random field (MRF) based optimal surface extraction. Quantitative evaluation on a large cardiac CTA dataset (consisting of 204 3D volumes) demonstrates the superior accuracy of the proposed method in both centerline extraction and lumen segmentation, compared to the state-of-the-art.